
RACE BY RACE PREVIEWS: GREYVILLE@2021.10.31 
 
Greyville, 31.10.2021, Race 1, Gallops, 1200m, Turf, R80.000, 12:40GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: Well-bred TUK TUK came in for a bit of support on debut and put in a nice effort to 
finish fourth behind more experienced individuals, on the poly. He should come on with the experience 
and run a big race as the turf should suit. ALL THE TIME looks a big threat, however. He was second in a 
competitive race where the winner was well backed and won impressively. He could frank the form line 
from a plum gate on his Greyville debut. More with earning potential including LADOOSHKA who could 
enjoy this track, gelding improved CHARA SANDS, JOSHUA HOTSNAKE who was beaten as favourite 
after a fair debut. 
 
Selections: 
#6 Tuk Tuk, #2 All The Time, #9 Ladooshka, #10 Joshua Hotsnake 
 
Greyville, 31.10.2021, Race 2, Gallops, 1600m, Turf, R80.000, 13:15GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: If SKY GLITTER stays the distance she can win. She has Graded-race form and 
although better over shorter, she could show her class as she is bred to just get the trip. LUCKY MISS is 
well regarded but having been in close finishes recently is one to be wary of. However, her yard has hit 
form and she has drawn well so should have every chance. GLOBAL SECRET needed maturing and the 
longer distance. She could run a much-improved race. AND WE DANCED ran as if she wants even 
further than this but needs to be considered. TEMPELHOFF, NAME OF THE GAME and SEA CRUISE 
can earn. 
 
Selections: 
#14 Sky Glitter, #3 Lucky Miss, #5 Global Secret, #6 And We Danced 
 
Greyville, 31.10.2021, Race 3, Gallops, 1400m, Turf, R80.000, 13:50GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: RUNNING RIFLES found one better in his last two starts - he had excuses in his 
penultimate and found one too good last time. His hurdle this time is a wide draw but having had some 
hard duels may not allow another to get the better of him. FRENCH MASTERPIECE made good 
improvement in his second start and has drawn a lot better than RUNNING RIFLES but is making his 
track debut and only the race will show how he takes to it. BROADWAY is another livewire having done a 
lot better since gelding. But he has drawn very wide. In-form Gavin Lerena gets the ride. GENIE is not 
one to take lightly. 
 
Selections: 
#10 Running Rifles, #5 French Masterpiece, #13 Broadway, #12 Genie 
 
Greyville, 31.10.2021, Race 4, Gallops, 1400m, Turf, R80.000, 14:25GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: Brilliant race - all are capable. SHAVOUT has been costly to follow but the drop in 
distance could see him bounce back to best but that's if he doesn't mind the sudden change of pace. 
TREAD SWIFTLY has had no real luck with the draw for a while but gets a reprieve at the weights so can 
pop up. RALPH THE RASCAL won the last time he raced over this track and trip and is arguably better in 
at the weights with his apprentice claim, but is not the easiest of rides. Ignore KAROO LARK's last over 
further. He could make them run hard after a break. MR FITZ and PURE STATE must go in. 
 
Selections: 
#4 Shavout, #9 Tread Swiftly, #3 Ralph The Rascal, #6 Karoo Lark 
 
Greyville, 31.10.2021, Race 5, Gallops, 1000m, Turf, R80.000, 15:00GMT+2 



 
Race Summary: Youngster PARTY TIME took subsequent Grade 1 winner Good Traveller to the line 
and as such could be a lot better than his rating suggests. While he has three seconds and one win to 
show so far and may find this short, he has drawn well and could still be up to the task. TRACES will 
probably be quickest early again and the one to catch, but may just need it. CHANTYMAN needed his last 
race and is back to his best distance so should prove a big threat. ULTRA MAGNUS may find this short 
but has the best of the draws. Mercury winner PEARL OF ASIA flew up last time but drops in trip. 
 
Selections: 
#2 Party Time, #6 Chantyman, #1 Ultra Magnus, #3 Traces 
 
Greyville, 31.10.2021, Race 6, Gallops, 2200m, Turf, R80.000, 15:35GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: TOP ME UP HOLLY won over shorter, even though arguably better over distance. This 
ultra-consistent filly will take a lot of beating, despite a wide draw. She has the gate speed to be placed 
well. CURVATION needed her local debut and back on turf is the one to watch. She is more than capable 
of winning races in this region. TWICE TO SYDNEY gets to go a longer distance and it could be exactly 
what the doctor ordered. She is bred for it and runs like she will enjoy it as well. JACQUELINE and 
BASETSANA need to be taken seriously on best form. 
 
Selections: 
#11 Top Me Up Holly, #7 Curvation, #2 Twice To Sydney, #1 Jacqueline 
 
Greyville, 31.10.2021, Race 7, Gallops, 1600m, Turf, R100.000, 16:10GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: Great clash for up-and-coming three-year-olds. QUASIFORSURE has impressed in 
both starts and the unbeaten colt could be even better over the longer trip. There are other talented 
individuals to take him on if the trip doesn't test him. AJ'S CAPTAIN showed himself to be one of the best 
around when second in a Grade 2 as a juvenile. He could have won that with a bit of luck. He may have 
made even bigger strides after gelding and with maturity. HASTA MANANA and CONQUER THE ENEMY 
weren't disgraced in open company and need to be taken seriously. HUMDINGER, SIKHULU and 
PROUD MASTER have scope. 
 
Selections: 
#7 Quasiforsure, #3 Aj's Captain, #4 Hasta Manana, #6 Conquer The Enemy 
 
Greyville, 31.10.2021, Race 8, Gallops, 1800m, Turf, R80.000, 16:45GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: WILLY THE WIZZARD was eye catching over this course and distance and blinkers 
have done the trick with him. He looks well placed but does have a wide draw to overcome. Highly 
regarded DOUBLE EDGE goes further in his second run after gelding and may now make the required 
improvement. But again he has to overcome a wide draw. GALABIER overcame his draw last time but 
was forced to lead and may go better held up this time. He has a much better gate to navigate. 
STATEOFUSA and RED MAHOGANY have improvement to come and must be respected. 
 
Selections: 
#8 Willy The Wizzard, #11 Double Edge, #5 Galabier, #13 Stateofusa 
 
Best Win: #7 QUASIFORSURE                         
Best Value Bet: #4 SHAVOUT                              
Best Longshot: #4 SHAVOUT                              


